A. Surface 295 (Phase III) in southern part of Trench II. The standing baulk preserves midden F20. Small portion of bailey surface F17 visible on baulk, bottom left. Scales each total 2 m. Looking south

B. Sub-Roman hearth, Context 269, within building F19. Scale totals 0.5 m

C. Articulated animal-bone fragments within Context 212, the midden F20. Scale totals 0.5 m
A. Bailey surface F17, showing nature of composition. Context 244. Scale totals 1.0 m

B. Feature F32 during excavation. Horizontal scale totals 0.2 m, vertical scale totals 0.5 m
A. Aerial view of the western end of earthwork complex. By kind permission of Terry James (TAJ/AP/119.1)
B. Part of the stone alignments below pillow mound 8276
PLATE IV

Aerial photograph of the central area of earthwork complex

By kind permission of Terry James (TA/1/201)
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MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXXII (1988)
A. BURTON DASSETT SOUTHEND, WARWICKSHIRE
Inscribed door jamb section

B. VÅGAR, NORWAY
The medieval area

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXXII (1988)
A. CHURCH OF SAINTS MARY AND HELEN, NESTON, CHESHIRE
Viking circle headed cross fragment no. 5. Faces A and C. Scale 20 cm

B. LINCOLN CASTLE
West Gate
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MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXXII (1988)
MEDIEVAL BRITAIN AND IRELAND
A. Mounds 2 and 3 in Sector 2 surrounded by excavated graves and unexcavated prehistoric features

B. The chamber grave beneath Mound 2 showing the rectangular trench which held the now decayed wooden planks. Traces of the 1938 trench can be seen in the background.
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MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXXII (1988)
DEER PARK FARMS, ANTRIM

Interior view of oak door jambs for an Early Christian period circular wicker house. The timber was felled in AD 648. The lintel, attached with pegged mortice and tenon joints has been removed but the threshold is in place.

The wattle walls ended in deep slots cut in the side of the jambs.